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What leadership and cultural policies have Australian Hellenic communities have in
place to transfer the knowledge of the past. What programs if any are in operation that
prepares the youth of today to meet the challenges of the Australian Hellenic community.
How does the Australian Hellenic community selects its leaders from amongst its
community.
Why occupations do our leaders in the Australian Hellenic community posses. Are they
qualified and have the skills. Should the new generation push them push them out gently
or conduct a coup.
How many of our leaders possess the drive energy, passion and ambition to embrace
the present and move forward with the confidence to retain the best of two cultures. Do
women make better leaders than men.
If so why. When should the youth take on the mantle of leadership and at what age do
they possess the necessary maturity and intelligence to be a leader. What programs
should we put into place to ensure that transfer the mantle of leadership and contribute
to the well being of Australia in other ways.
In doing so would be bringing pride, recognition and acknowledgement that Australians
of Hellenic origins have what it takes to be leaders. Questions that need answers if not
then what course action is required. Consider the alternatives.
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